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Teachers’ Notes 
 

Theme: Life as a soldier 

Subject area: Hardship and loyalty 

Rationale 
In this lesson, students will explore some of the hardships that soldiers experienced, such as 

dirty conditions, injury and risk of death. They will also begin to explore the idea of committed 

service – why do they keep fighting when they know they are risking their lives? What role 

does loyalty and patriotism play in leading people to fight and remain committed despite the 

destruction they see around them? 

The range of material selected here will enable the teacher to provide a broad lesson on the 

topic or to focus in on one element of ‘how bad was the war?’ depending on the students’ 

ability to understand the themes or to accept some of the horrors of war. 

The key themes covered by the selected sources are: day-to-day existence; war propaganda 

used to inspire loyalty and patriotism; long-term injuries; loss and hardship. The selected 

material is not exhaustive and further sources can be used to support these themes. 

Content 
Historical sources: 

 Illustration - Your motherland will never forget 

 Photograph - X-ray room at the Kitchener Hospital 

 Report - Analysis of 1000 injuries received in action and the theory of self-infliction 

 Report - Regulations for the Clothing of the Army 

 Report - The treatment and training of disabled and discharged soldiers in France 

 Poster -  Russian Propaganda: communication, patriotism and hatred poster and poem 

 Poems -  Poems (Wilfred Owen) 

 Booklet - Pay book and service record 

 Book / Drawing - Bipp Treatment of War Wounds 

 Postcard / Drawing - ‘Fighting Fleas (?) in Flanders’ (Hunter Weston diaries) 

 Report - Statistics of the Military Effort of the British Empire during the Great War 

 Printed material - Separation allowance for dependents of unmarried soldiers, or 

widowers, during the war 

 Photograph - Oaths of soldiers from different religious groups 

 Photograph - Serbian officer on the grave of his son 

 

http://www.bl.uk/world-war-one
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/your-motherland-will-never-forget
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/xray-room-at-kitchener-hospital
http://www.bl.uk/analysis-of-1000-wounds-injuries-received-in-action
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/regulations-for-clothing-of-the-army-part-i-regular-forces
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/treatment-and-training-of-disabled-and-discharged-soldier-france
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/russian-propaganda-communication-patriotism-hatred-poster
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Recommended reading (short article): 
 
How did soldiers cope with war? by Matthew Shaw 
Combat and the soldier's experience in the First World War by Assistant Professor Vanda 

Wilcox 

External links: 

BBC 

Key questions 

 What were some of the day-to-day realities for the average soldier in Europe? How 

much of it was it was tedium (fleas and regulations) and how much was danger? 

 What materials were used to inspire and motivate the men at the Front and what were 

some of their responses to them? e.g. posters, songs, poetry and oaths. 

 What were the injuries really like that soldiers were at risk of receiving? What was the 

long-term outcome for those injured during World War One?  

 Being killed or losing a loved one was a very real risk for many Europeans during World 

War One. What might motivate someone to continue to support or participate in the 

war despite experiencing personal loss or injury? 

Activities 
1.) Using extracts from the booklet on ‘Clothing regulations of the army’, introduce 

students to the idea of regulation and order that the military uses to carry out its duties. 

2.) Contrast that regulation with the material on ‘Fleas in Flanders’. Ask students to explore 

the reality of regulation and daily hardships with the concept of ‘fighting together’. 

Does it make a difference that everyone has to follow the regulations and experience 

the hardships? 

3.) Introduce some of the propaganda material that was used to inspire men to fight and 

encouraged loyalty and patriotism. Would that material work now? How effective do 

you think it was then?  

4.) Depending on your selected focus, time and students’ abilities, introduce the poetry of 

Wilfred Owen and/or Isaac Rosenberg. Both authors are critical of the cost of war and, 

through their writing, emphasised the horrors of the conflict. However both were 

dedicated soldiers and committed to the men with whom they serve. Ask students to 

reflect on how those two positions can be held and how they might affect current 

understandings of the war. 

5.) Using the materials selected on injuries and their long-term effects, ask students to 

create their own record of the treatment of injured soldiers and the types of injuries 

common during fighting.  

6.) Introduce students to the fact that pain relief was basic during World War One and 

there were no antibiotics. What impact does that have on recovery and treatment of 

injuries? Injuries rates were very high during World War One and most people fighting 

would know someone who received an injury. Would that have a negative or positive 

effect on morale? 

7.) Optional question depending on emotional maturity of the students: ask the students 

to look at the picture of the Serbian solder at his son’s grave. What role does 

remembrance and/or memorials play in being able to mourn a loved one?  

http://www.bl.uk/world-war-one/articles/how-did-soldiers-cope-with-war
http://www.bl.uk/world-war-one/articles/combat-and-soldiers-experiences
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/worldwars/wwone/
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8.) Finally, ask the students to list why they think people carried on fighting even when 

things were bad. As a class, discuss what they think is the most powerful motivator e.g. 

propaganda, patriotism, or loyalty to one’s comrades and family.  

Extension activities  

 Explore the information available on hospitals and medical treatments for injured service 

men during World War One. 

 


